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stanceless 'Jetsaml on the dream-shore,
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Spirit of the Unappreciated Underclassman.

Although communications may be published unsigned if so requested, the name
of the writer, must in every case be submitted to the editor. The Tech assumes
no responsibility, however, for the facts as stated nor for the opinions expressed.
T'he Editor-in-Chief is always responsible for the opinions expressed in the
editorial columns, and the Managing Editor for the matter which appears in the
Dws8 columns.
Contributions for The Lounger and The Tack should be addressed specifically
to them at the office of The Tech.

NETTLETON SHOES have been the standard of
highest quality for years-they axe absolutely reliable.
Anticipate your wants and buy now. .Prices will be higher.
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VERYONE interested in undergraduate affairs at Techno-
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togy should become acquainted with the substance and de-
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per year, based On carefully prepared estim ates

$0.I7 for the Institute Committee; $0.78 for the classes; $2.50o for

athletics;

$2.22

for the Walker Memorial, and $0.56 for health in-

year and would furthermore mean that ioo per cent. voting in
,class elections would be a possibility.
A chance should be brought about in athletics at the Institute. It has been pointed out time and again that Md. I. T. has a
too-concentrated and time-gorginZ curriculum to allow of much
time for sports. But there is time for certain events, such as
baseball or track, which should be made more of in the line of interclass and intercourse competitions. Under the project as outlined this item demands the greater percentage of the total tax,
but instead of the limited number of contestants nowr enjoying
the major sports we may look forward to a majority of the men
,lrilout to participate ill the more embracingAL
TEH
NOLOGY games.
Walker Memorial should, without a doubt in anybody's mind,
become the student social center in a manner to completelv ovrershadown the admirable position filled by the old Union on Trinity
Place. Every student should have unrestricted right to participate in all the joys stich a memorial has to offer. To bear a portion of the expense of the buildin,- must be a point of pride.

Health insurance is a matter which is awakening state and
national action. It is still worthy of some discussions Whether
,or not the Institute authorities have a more embracing plan to
offer in this, as well as in the whole matter investigated baa the
Committee, is to be learned in the near future.
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which~ were passed upon by men of experience. This money is
to be raised in the student body by adding a tax to the tuition bill.
The total is $i6.25, the assessment being, on the per capita basis,
.surance.
These figures are quite properly balanced. To the one who
must be shown the apportionment may appear askew. But let such
Ientlemen reflect that the outlined project is to be acted upon by
those hi-her up, and many changes may be introduced before any
such plan is put into operation. The idea must be followed, howv,ever, until the settlement is reached. In pursuance of the smoothly-running mechanism of student self-government at Technology.
the undergraduate affairs must be regulated by a student committee which will effectively carry out suggestions and create benefits. This the Institute Committee is now doing. having come
into its own in the past two years. It takes a small sum to defray
the expenses of this deliberative council. Then the classes require
funds for smokers and other functions, and in particular the first
and second year athletic teams must be financed apart from the
general sports disbursements due to Field Day. This support, as
far as the classes is concerned, would require less than a dollar a
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*tail of the Ways- and Means Committee report, which is
.printed in full in this issue. 'The summary is comprehensive and
praiseworthy on account of its insight into the status of the problem with which Technology is presented. The Committee thoroughly did its task of investigation and has received a w~ell deserved vote of thanks from the Institute Committee.
The feature that is forcibly brought cout is the necessity of
perfecting some scheme to efficiently regulate the financial affairs
of the Undergraduate Associationl. Briefly, the Committee points
out that the Undergraduate Association (of which every student
at the Institute is a member) should pay the expenses of the Institute Committee, of the classes, of athletics, a portion- of the
maintenance of the Walker Memorial, and should subscribe to
health insurance. To do this calls for an expenditure of approxi-
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SmokIng tobacco.

Imagrine a wvell-knit (better, crocibeted) torm, Samson-like in its SUg1gestion of (sometimes) subdued power-,
a figure whose unrivalled imperviousnes's to hostile glances has been gained
by years of exercise before the parlor
window. As this impressive aggregation of mnuscle moves, it is accompanied
by a superincumbent 'head, the weight
of whose contents bows even those stalNart and well-padded shoulders. The
face occupying the anterior region is
furrowed with the lines of a life of
unrequited love. of humanity, particularly of one member of the race. The
most -noteworthy of these traumata is
that used for the preliminary absorption of nourishment and for the transmission of any overplus of ideas exceediner evten the capacity of that
mighty forehead to dam back. (In general, The Lounger might remark, the
aforesaid ideas require such treatment,
and always receive it upon divulgence.
Though y oung in years, the hero of
our eulogvy knows much. He will knows
more, bult this he does not know. Patiencee is his greatest virtue, and thou gh
impeccable in accomplishment lie remains silent under unmerited rebuke,
preferring to hide his great name until
the critic finds oirt for himself (too
late ) in the position of having questioned the authority which rests upon
(Continued on page 3)
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The dtitv of the student body is, however. clearlv outlined.I I

The report demzandls attention and respect. It p~ropose-s what vitally affects the fututre of student affairs. It should bee -sttdied.
pondered upon, criticised. ILet the students venture a view or
two, and apprise the Corpor ation of the consenlsts of opinion. Tel. B. B. 54592
After it is sllowt whlat is watlted, it will he in the hands of the I
Corp~oration to giv e us5 -,,ilat wXe c an ret.
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